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11. **Summary of the findings of the thesis:**
   - The thesis systematized the theoretical foundation on human resources training and its influential factors, in enterprises in general and in Vietnam Pharmaceutical Joint Stock Company in particular.
   - Analyze and evaluate the reality of human resources training in business in Vietnam Pharmaceutical Joint Stock Company, in the period of 2012-2014, on some following elements: Identify the training need, Build the training plan, Organize the training courses and Evaluate the training process
   - Propose orientations and solutions in order to complete and improve human resources training process in Vietnam Pharmaceutical Joint Stock Company in the next future
12. **Practical applicability, if any:** Help Vietnam Pharmaceutical Joint Stock Company in order to complete and improve human resources training process in Vietnam Pharmaceutical Joint Stock Company in the next future
13. **Further research directions, if any:** Complete medical representative resources training process in Vietnam Pharmaceutical Joint Stock Company.